i30

We have a passion
for progress.
The “can-do” spirit is at the heart of Hyundai’s heritage. It’s the attitude of progressing,
no matter what. From humble beginnings, this vision has driven us to seek new
challenges, encapsulated since our founding in the name ‘Hyundai’ – meaning
‘modern times’.
It’s the persistent curiosity for what lies ahead. Of always chasing the next.
What was once a man’s desire for better is today the ethos of an entire company.
As our founder said: “How does one know it’s impossible if one hasn’t tried it?”
Progress doesn’t happen by chance. We’re always pushing the borders of the possible,
building tomorrow’s technology today, and powering the future with an ever-evolving
range of zero-emission engines, seamless in-car connectivity and more.
We’ve come a long way. And we won’t stop here. Next awaits.

Car shown i30 Tourer Premium in Silky Bronze Metallic.

Style that
demands
attention.
Eye catching design, in every detail.

Bold and aerodynamic: The contoured front-end delivers a commanding stance.

Sporty alloys wheels add style and individuality.

Aerodynamic rear styling with an integrated exhaust.

The i30’s bold lines and elegant curves create a sleek, eye-catching design.
The sculpted bumper and purposeful grille give the i30 grace in motion –
complemented by LED Daytime running lamps and sporty alloy wheels.
It’s just as desirable from the driving seat, with a high-quality interior for a
premium experience.
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DESIGN & STYLE

Car shown i30 Premium in Silky Bronze Metallic
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Explore the
open road.
The i30. Built for power and agility.
Designed for comfort and efficiency.

Car shown i30 Premium.

The i30's fuel-efficient powertrains let you decide the ride you need offering
improved emissions and MPG, thanks to its 48 Volt Mild Hybrid technology.
You have a choice of a 1.0 T-GDi 120PS or 1.5 T-GDi 159PS petrol engine,
and both come as either a manual or DCT automatic. Whatever the journey
brings your way, handle it in comfort with a spacious interior and convenient
technology. Wireless phone charging, heated seats and smart key & button
start are just some of available features. *not standard on all trims.
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DRIVING

Car Shown i30 Hatchback Premium in Silky Bronze Metallic. Not to UK specification.
Panoramic sunroof not available in UK.
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Next level driving.
Take driving into the pleasure zone with a track-inspired experience.

Welcome to N Line driving - enhanced performance, enhanced technology
and an enhanced driving experience inspired by the track. With refined design
all round, signature styling and 159PS from the 1.5 T-GDi 48 Volt Mild Hybrid
powertrain, the i30 N Line delivers a potent combination of power and poise.

Car shown i30 Hatchback N Line in Sunset Red Pearl.
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N LINE
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Next level
comfort and
control.
Subtle elegance and signature styling throughout.

Advanced infotainment at your fingertips with the 10.25'' touchscreen navigation.

When it comes to comfort, the interior of the i30 stands out from the crowd.
Subtle design and tactile surfaces are easy on the eye and responsive to the
touch for positive command. Both the Premium and N Line trims include a
large 10.25" touchscreen, ready for all navigation and exploration, taking the
driver-centered approach to the next level.
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INTERIOR

Car shown i30 Fastback N Line in Sunset Red Pearl. Not to UK specification.
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Travel, better connected.
Take your life on the road with smarter in-car technology and seamless phone syncing.

Bluelink® Connected Car Services. Available on Premium and N Line models.

10.25" Touchscreen Navigation with Bluelink. Standard on Premium and N Line models.

Turn your car into your co-pilot with smart technology that links your devices. Bluetooth® with voice recognition and a 7'' digital cluster keeps your
focus on the road, while Apple CarplayTM/Android AutoTM compatibility makes connecting a breeze. Find your destination without a fuss using the 10.25''
touchscreen navigation, connect to LIVE services and Hyundai Bluelink® with fully automated personal connectivity between the i30 and your device*.
Phone Connection – Apple CarPlay™ / Android Auto™. Available on all trims.
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CONNECTIVITY

7" digital cluster and 10.25" navigation are standard on Premium and N Line only.

*
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Customise to perfection.
Accessorize the interior of your i30 and select the finishes to suit your style. Choose from a selection of chrome trims for the exterior
to stand out from the crowd. Take it a step further with LED door projectors that light up the pavement and project the i30 logo onto
the ground below.

Carpet mats

Boot mat

All-weather mats

Boot liner
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ACCESSORIES

Side trim lines - Chrome

LED door projectors with i30 logo

Entry guards

Mirror covers - Chrome

Tailgate trim - Chrome

HYUNDAI i30
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Protect what matters most.
A car that keeps your loved ones safe.

Driver Attention Warning (DAW): When a pattern of
fatigue or distraction is identified, the system gets
your attention with an alert and pop-up message
suggesting a break.

Front Collision Avoidance (FCA): The front view
camera and radar sensors warn drivers of imminent
collisions with vehicles and pedestrians, applying
the brakes when necessary to avoid collisions.

High Beam Assist (HBA): Less stress and maximum
visibility. HBA not only detects oncoming vehicles
but also vehicles in the same lane ahead and
switches to low-beam as appropriate.

Lane Follow Assist (LFA): Smart sensors and the
forward-facing camera detect when the car drifts
from the centre of the lane, applying steering torque
to hold road positioning for safety. The car also
estimates the trajectory of the vehicle ahead and
adjusts its position accordingly. Standard on
Premium models.

Lane Keep Assist (LKA): The Lane Keep Assist (LKA)
uses the front multi-function camera to monitor
the lines of the road. In case of an unintended lane
departure, it warns you and can apply counter
steering torque to guide the car back to the lane.

Rear Cross-traffic Collision Warning (RCCW):
Sensors detect vehicles approaching from both sides
when the i30 is in reverse, avoiding collisions in
congested or reduced visibility environments such
as car parks. Standard on Premium models.

The i30 is equipped with systems to protect passengers. Blind Spot Collision Warning and Rear Collision Warning, both standard on
Premium, alert you if anyone’s too close. Lane Keep Assist helps you stay within the lines. The Tyre Pressure Monitoring System alerts you
to punctures, and if the worst happens, the innovative eCall button will tell the emergency services exactly where you are.
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SAFETY

Car shown i30 Tourer Premium in Silky Bronze Metallic.
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Timeless finishing
and new beginnings.
Sometimes the little things tell you all you need to know. With carefully selected trims and modern design in harmony, the i30 offers a complete
range of interior options. Fabric, leather and colour coded stitching combine for a refined feeling of comfort and style to add to your drive.

Cloth - Standard on SE Connect

Car shown i30 N Line
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EXTERIOR & INTERIOR COLOURS

Cloth & Leather - Standard on Premium

Engine Red Solid (No-cost option)

Atlas White Solid*

Shadow Grey Solid* (Available on N Line only)

Dark Knight Grey Pearl*

Serenity White Pearl*

Phantom Black Pearl*

Sunset Red Pearl*

Amazon Grey Metallic*

Shimmering Silver Metallic*

Dark Teal Metallic*

Silky Bronze Metallic*

Cloth with red stitching – Standard on N Line

*Additional Cost option

HYUNDAI i30
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i30 Hatchback SE Conne

offers the following features as standard
• 8'' Touchscreen Display Audio

• Forw

• 16'' Alloy Design
• 48 Volt Hybrid Technology
• Apple CarplayTM / Android AutoTM

• Hig
• Lan
Dep

i30 Hatchback SE Connect
• Driver Attention Warning (DAW)
offers the following features as standard:
• Daytime Running Lights (DRL)
i30 Hatchback SE Connect
• eCall Button

• Rea

• Rea
• Sma

• Forward Collision Assist (FCA)
• 8'' Touchscreen
Display Audio
offers
the following
features as standard:

• High Beam Assist (HBA)
Keep
Assist (LKA)
Lane
• Lane
Forward
Collision
Assistwith
(FCA)
Departure
System (LDWS)
• High
BeamWarning
Assist (HBA)

• 16'' Alloy Design
• 8''
48Touchscreen
Volt Hybrid Technology
Display Audio
TM / Android AutoTM
• Apple
Carplay
16'' Alloy
Design
Driver
Warning (DAW)
• 48
VoltAttention
Hybrid Technology
CarplayTM

••
•
•

• Apple
Android
Daytime Running/ Lights
(DRL)
• Driver
Attention Warning (DAW)
eCall Button
• Daytime Running Lights (DRL)

AutoTM

Rear
Sensors
Lane Parking
Keep Assist
(LKA) with Lane
Departure
Warning System (LDWS)
Rear
View Camera
SmartParking
Sense Safety
Package
Rear
Sensors

• Rear View Camera
• Smart Sense Safety Package

• eCall Button

i30 Hatchback Premium

Car shown i30 SE Connect in Silky Bronze Metallic.

offers the following features over SE Co
•
•
•
•
•

• 7'' Digital Cluster
• 10.25'' Touchscreen Navigation
•
•
SE•
•
SE•
•
•
•
•

with Bluelink
17'' Alloy Design
Daytime Running Lights (DRL)
Connect:
Dual Zone Climate Control
Electronic Handbrake
Rear LED
Tail Lamps
Connect:
Heated
Front
Seats & Steering Wheel
Rear Privacy
Glass (LFA)
Lane
Follow Assist
Seat –
Cloth
Leather
Rear
LED
Tail&Lamps
SmartPrivacy
Key & Button
Rear
Glass Start
Wireless
Charging
Pad
Seat
– Cloth
& Leather

i30 Hatchback Premium
offers the following features over
i30 Hatchback Premium

•offers
7'' Digital
theCluster
following features
• 10.25'' Touchscreen Navigation
•
•
•
•
•

Car shown i30 Premium in Atlas White Solid.
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M O D E L D E TA I L S

Car shown i30 Premium.

over

with
Bluelink
7'' Digital
Cluster
10.25''
Touchscreen
Navigation
17''
Alloy
Design
Daytime
Running Lights (DRL)
with
Bluelink
Dual
Zone
Climate Control
17''
Alloy
Design
Electronic
Handbrake
Daytime
Running
Lights (DRL)

• Smart Key & Button Start
• Wireless Charging Pad

Heated
Front
SeatsControl
& Steering Wheel
• Dual
Zone
Climate
Follow
Assist (LFA)
• Lane
Electronic
Handbrake
• Heated Front Seats & Steering Wheel
• Lane Follow Assist (LFA)

HYUNDAI i30
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Rea
Rea
Sea
Sma
Wir

i30 Hatchback N Line

i30 Tourer SE Connect

offers the following features as standard:

offers the following features as standard:
• 16'' Alloy Design
• 48 Volt Hybrid Technology
• 8'' Touchscreen Display Audio
• Apple CarplayTM / Android AutoTM
• Driver Attention Warning (DAW)
• Daytime Running Lights (DRL)
• eCall Button

• 1.5 T-GDi 159PS Engine
•
•
•
•
• Daytime Running Lights (DRL)

• High Beam Assist (HBA)
• Lane Keep Assist (LKA) with Lane Departure
Warning System (LDWS)
• Rear Parking Sensors
• Rear View Camera
• Roof Rails
• Smart Sense Safety Package

•
• eCall Button

• Forward Collision Assist (FCA)

Car shown i30 Tourer SE Connect in Engine Red Solid.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• Smart Sense Safety Package

Car shown i30 N Line in Sunset Red Pearl. Alloy logo subject to change.

i30 Tourer Premium

offers the following features over SE Connect:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7'' Digital Cluster
10.25'' Touchscreen Navigation with Bluelink
17'' Alloy Design
Daytime Running Lights (DRL)
Dual Zone Climate Control
Electronic Handbrake
Heated Front Seats & Steering Wheel

•
•
•
•
•
•

Lane Follow Assist (LFA)
Rear LED Tail Lamps
Rear Privacy Glass
Seat – Cloth & Leather
Smart Key & Button Start
Wireless Charging Pad

i30 Fastback N Line

offers the following features as standard::
• 1.5 T-GDi 159PS Engine
•
•
•
•
• Daytime Running Lights (DRL)
•
• eCall Button

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• Smart Sense Safety Package

Car shown i30 Tourer Premium in Phantom Black Pearl.
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Specifications shown in this brochure are based
upon the latest available information at the time of
publication. In line with our policy of continual product
improvement, Hyundai Motor UK Ltd reserves the
right to make changes at any time, without notice,
to prices, colours, materials, designs, shapes,
specifications and models, and to discontinue items.
For the latest details, please consult your Hyundai dealer.

Hyundai Motor UK Ltd
Ground Floor, Birchwood Building,
The Office Park, Springfield Drive,
Leatherhead, KT22 7LP
T: 0800 981 981 www.hyundai.co.uk

Front and rear cover car shown i30 Premium
in Silky Bronze Metallic.
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